ERRATUM: LATTICE PROPERTIES OF ORIENTED EXCHANGE GRAPHS AND
TORSION CLASSES
ALEXANDER GARVER AND THOMAS MCCONVILLE

We used [2, Lemma 7.3] in Lattice Properties of Oriented Exchange Graphs and Torsion Classes in another
paper [3], which was recently returned to us. It was pointed out by an anonymous referee that the proof of [2,
Lemma 7.3] is incorrect. For example, the proof fails if Q “ 1 Ñ 2 Ð 3, Λ “ kQ, X “ S2 , Y “ S1 ‘ S3 , and Z is
the unique indecomposable Λ-module of dimension 3. In this situation, the proof asserts that Z will be a direct
sum of extensions of indecomposable summands of X and Y , but this is clearly false.
We do not have an alternative proof of [2, Lemma 7.3]. However, this lemma is only applied in the proof of
[2, Lemma 7.4]. Moreover, we have an alternative proof of [2, Lemma 7.4] that is independent of [2, Lemma 7.3].
This means that the error in the paper can be corrected by simply providing this new proof of [2, Lemma 7.4]
and removing [2, Lemma 7.3].
After restating [2, Lemma 7.4], we present its new proof.
Lemma 0.1. [2, Lemma 7.4] If B P BICpQq, then πÓ pBq is extension closed.
Proof. Consider the subcategory FiltpπÓ pBqq Ď Λ-mod as defined in [2, Section 4.2]. Clearly, πÓ pBq Ď FiltpπÓ pBqq.
By [2, Lemma 7.1], we know that πÓ pBq is quotient closed. Thus, as is observed in [1, Proposition 3.3], it is known
that FiltpπÓ pBqq is a torsion class and, therefore, is extension closed. We show that πÓ pBq “ FiltpπÓ pBqq.
To complete the proof, we show that FiltpπÓ pBqq Ď πÓ pBq. We show that any indecomposable object of
FiltpπÓ pBqq belongs to πÓ pBq. Let M pwq P indpFiltpπÓ pBqqq and let 0 “ M0 Ď M1 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Mk “ M pwq be a
filtration witnessing that M pwq P FiltpπÓ pBqq. Furthermore, we assume that this filtration is long enough that
Mi {Mi´1 P indpπÓ pBqq for all i P t1, . . . , ku. We show by induction that Mi P πÓ pBq for each i P t1, . . . , ku. This
is obvious for M1 so we assume that Mi P πÓ pBq and prove that Mi`1 P πÓ pBq.
Since Mi , Mi`1 {Mi P πÓ pBq, write Mi “ ‘`r“1 M puprq q and Mi`1 {Mi “ M pv pi`1q q where M puprq q, M pv pi`1q q P
indpπÓ pBqq for all r P t1, . . . , `u. Moreover, since Mi is a submodule of M pwq, we have that supppM puprq qq X
1
supppM pupr q qq “ H for any distinct r, r1 P t1, . . . , `u. Since Mi`1 is a submodule of M pwq, we see that Mi`1 is a
direct sum of submodules M pw1 q Ď M pwq with pairwise disjoint supports. From the fact that Mi`1 fits into the
extension
0 Ñ ‘`r“1 M puprq q Ñ Mi`1 Ñ M pv pi`1q q Ñ 0,
each summand of Mi`1 belongs to tM puprq q, M pv pi`1q qu1ďrď` . As πÓ pBq is weakly extension closed by [2, Lemma
7.2] and tM puprq q, M pv pi`1q qu1ďrď` Ď πÓ pBq, we know that tM puprq q, M pv pi`1q qu1ďrď` Ď πÓ pBq. Therefore, each
summand of Mi`1 belongs to πÓ pBq. We obtain that Mi`1 P πÓ pBq. Thus, πÓ pBq “ FiltpπÓ pBqq.
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